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oh deer vanderbilt university - oh deer fall 2004 goal note be sure you have all necessary materials before you leave the
lab materials are not in boxes they can be found in vanderbilt bags any deer that fails to find its food water or shelter dies
and becomes part of the habitat that is a deer who dies becomes a resource person in the next round, oh deer lab 50
points oh deer mrs klaver s classroom - what prevents one population like owls or coyotes from dominating a particular
ecosystem this is the focus of our lab using the movie below please complete the definitions and usual limiting factors on
your oh deer lab before coming to class if there are any new concepts or vocabulary you do not understand record them
somewhere on your, ngsss sc 912 l 17 5 aa science dadeschools net - adapted from the oh deer activity ngsss sc 912 l
17 5 analyze how population size is determined by births deaths immigration emigration and limiting factors biotic and
abiotic that determine carrying capacity aa purpose of the lab activity identify and describe the essential components of
habitat, oh deer limiting factors lab by robert mclaughlin on prezi - a lab identifying and describing limiting factors and
carrying capacity of habitats, oh deer lab environmental science - give examples of limiting factors for the deer in our
activity a limiting factor is something that controls the population of a species an example from the activity is the resources 5
graph the data from the activity and attach to this sheet make sure to correctly title and label the axes describe what the
graph of our data looks like, oh deer lab ap environmental science - oh deer lab 1 name three essential components of
habitat things animals need to survive a food b shelter c water 2 explain what caused the increase of deer during the activity
you participated in the increase of population was caused by the large portion of food resources 3 explain what caused the
decrease of deer, oh deer population cycle lab answer sheet - oh deer a game utilized to they should also construct two
line graphs depicting the population cycle of both games and describe why the classroom lab, oh deer lab introduction to
apes - oh deer lab imagine you are a wildlife manager working to restore the population of an endangered species of deer
currently the herd is small and your task is to find the best habitat and situation for the population to grow and develop into a
healthy herd, oh deer game directions beaconlearningcenter com - oh deer game directions 1 mark two parallel lines on
the ground 10 to 20 yards a part ask students to count off in fours the ones become the deer and line up behind one line
with their backs to the other students the other, lesson plan collecting data oh deer an educator s toolkit - ed 4414
placement lesson plan 2 jocelyn dockerty students will be able to infer reasons why deer populations may change success
criteria i can collect data by playing oh deer and represent it in a line graph i can analyze that data to understand why deer
populations change i can use a graph to understand relationships in the real world
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